
 

 

STANDARD INTERPRETATION GUIDELINE 2019-10  

VALUE ADDED TAX ACT 1991 – DISPOSAL OF REAL PROPERTY OUTSIDE OF 

TAXABLE ACTIVITY  

This Standard Interpretation Guideline (SIG) sets out Fiji Revenue and Customs Service’s (FRCS) policy 

and operational practice in relation to the tax liability which may arise from the disposal of real 

property where the taxpayer is not in the business of buying of selling real property. 

 

This SIG focuses on the Value Added Tax implications of disposal of real property and is meant to be 

read in conjunction with the SIG relating to Income Tax and Stamp Duty on disposal of real property. 

 

The SIG is issued with the authority of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of FRCS. 

 

All legislative references in this SIG are to the Value Added Tax Act 1991 (unless otherwise stated) 

 

This SIG is in effect from 16th May 2019 and may need to be reviewed in the event of any relevant 

legislative amendments. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. A taxpayer who is not in the business of dealing in real property may dispose his or her real property 

due to a number of reasons.  

  

2. The CEO is of the view that the tax implications of the disposal are discussed in order to provide 

clarity to the taxpayer community. 

INTRODUCTION  

3. There are three tax types a taxpayer must be aware of when disposing land or real property. 

These are: 

a. Stamp Duty1; 

b. Value Added Tax2; and 

c. Capital Gains Tax or Income Tax3. 

  

4. This SIG will focus on all the tax implications of Value Added Tax (VAT) on the disposal of real 

property.  

 

5. This SIG is based on the assumption that the taxpayer who is disposing the real property is not 

in the business of dealing in real property.  

  

6. Real property is a common law term which refers to land and all structures (also called 

improvements or fixtures) integrated with or affixed to the land. 

 

7. In ordinary circumstances a person who does not deal in real property would not be required 

to be registered for VAT under the VAT Act. However, discussion of VAT is necessary as there 

may be circumstances where the taxpayer may be deemed to be dealing in real property 

depending on the circumstances surrounding the disposal (or series of disposal). 

 

8. Examples illustrated in this SIG demonstrates the CEO’s interpretation and application of the 

VAT rules under the VAT Act 1991  

 

9. The full text of the legislative provisions is contained in Appendix. 

                                                             
1 Stamp Duty Act 1920 
2 Value Added Tax Act 1991 
3 Income Tax Act 2015 
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LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS  

VALUE ADDED TAX  

10. As reiterated throughout the SIG, this SIG is working with the assumption that the taxpayer is 

not in the business of dealing in real property. Under normal rules of Value Added Tax (VAT) 

where there is no taxable activity, no VAT is applicable.  

  

11. On the contrary, there may be circumstances where there is a deemed registration under 

section 22 of VAT Act 1991 and deemed supply which is subject to VAT. 

  

12. A disposal would be referred to as a “supply”. A reference to “tax” would refer to Value Added 

Tax. 

  

13.  In order for supply to be taxable, section 15 of the VAT Act 1991 must apply. Section 15(1) of 

the VAT Act states: 

Imposition of tax on supply 

(15) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the tax shall be charged in accordance with the 

provisions of this Act at the rate of nine percent on the supply (but not including an exempt 

supply) in Fiji of goods and services on or after the 1st day of July 1992, by a registered 

person in the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person, by 

reference to the value of that supply. 

 

14. Broken down into its essential elements, section 15 reads: 

a. on the supply (but not including an exempt supply) in Fiji of goods and services; 

b. by a registered person; and 

c. in the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person, by 

reference to the value of that supply. 

 

On the supply (but not including an exempt supply) in Fiji of goods and services. 

15. Supply as referred to in section 3(1) of VAT Act 1991 includes all forms of supply and without 

limiting the generality of the term has the same meaning as in section 2 of the Sale of Goods 

Act 1979. 

 

16. Section 2 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 defines supply of a good as including the supply by 

way of sale, exchange, lease, hire or hire purchase. 
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17. The disposal of real property is captured within the definition of supply under section 3 of the 

Value Added Tax Act 1991. 

 

18. Section 2 of VAT Act 1991 defines “goods” as all kinds of personal and real property; but does 

not include choses in action or money, while “services” is defined as anything which is not 

goods or money. 

 

By a registered person 

19. Section 2 of VAT Act 1991 defines a registered person “as any person who is registered or is 

liable to be registered under Section 22 of this Act…” 

 

20. Section 22 (1) states:  

 

“Subject to this Act, every person (other than a produce supplier) who, on or after the 1st 

day of July 1992, carries on any taxable activity and is not registered, becomes liable to be 

registered …” 

 

21. Assuming that the taxpayer who is disposing the real property is not registered for VAT, or is 

registered for VAT but not for dealing in real property, the CEO will assess whether the 

taxpayer is deemed to be registered for VAT for dealing in real property under section 22. 

  

22.  Section 22(5) of the Value Added Tax Act 1991 allows the CEO to deem the registration of a 

taxpayer if the taxpayer is liable to be registered.  

Persons making taxable supplies to be registered 

22 (5) Where any person - 

 (b) has not made application for registration … and the Chief Executive Officer is satisfied 

that that person is liable to be registered under this Act, that person shall be a registered 

person for the purposes of this Act with effect from the date on which that person first 

became liable to be registered under this Act: 

 

 Provided that the Chief Executive Officer may, having regard to the circumstances of the 

case, determine that person to be a registered person from such later date as the Chief 

Executive Officer considers equitable. 
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23. The liability to be registered for VAT is found in section 22(1)(a) and (b) where the taxpayer is 

liable if: 

a. The taxpayer is involved in carrying out a taxable activity; and 

b. The supply made by the taxpayer in the preceding 12 months has exceeded $100,000 

in gross turnover or it is anticipated that in the upcoming 12 months the supply would 

be in excess of $100,000 in gross turnover. 

  

24. A supply of real property would usually be in excess of $100,000 given the current market. 

However, the main discussion would revolve around whether the taxpayer has engaged in a 

“taxable activity” during the disposal of the real property.  

 

25. Section 4(1) (a) of VAT Act 1991 states that the term “taxable activity” means: 

“any activity which is carried on continuously or regularly by any person, whether or not for 

pecuniary profit, and involves or is intended to involve, in whole or in part, the supply of 

goods and services to another person for a consideration; and includes any such activity 

carried on in the form of a business, services, trade, manufacture, profession, vocation, 

association, or club” 

 

26. The CEO also seeks guidance from the VAT Technical Manual which provides some assistance 

on the meaning of taxable activity. It states that many factors may be relevant in determining 

whether or not a taxable activity is being carried on. However, few (if any) when taken on 

their own will be conclusive. These factors include: 

a. Activity/Making of Supplies 

The person must be involved in doing something, in particular in making supplies of 

goods or services 

 

b. Continuity 

The activity will usually have some degree of permanence and will be transacted on 

an on-going basis, with regular sales, etc. However, where there has been a 

continuous background to a one-off supply, the one-off supply will constitute a 

taxable activity. 

c. Structure 

It should be carried on in a business-like manner with a structure which can be 

recognized as providing a familiar mechanism for carrying on a commercial (not 

necessarily profit-making) undertaking. 
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d. Receipt of Consideration for Supplies 

The activity must involve or intend to involve the supply of goods or services to 

another person for a consideration. 

 

e. Similarity to Activities carried On by Other Persons, Which Are Taxable Activities 

The fact that a supply is made by a non-profit organization should not be relevant 

where, if the supply were made by a trading company, it would be taxable 

 

27. Assistance is also sought from New Zealand Goods and Services Tax Guide4 21-200 in relation 

to the meaning of taxable activity. The requirement of a business or a profit motive is not 

necessarily prevalent while carrying on a taxable activity. However, the term “taxable activity” 

has three specified elements: 

a. Activity 

b. Continuously or regularly 

c. Supply for consideration 

 

28. The New Zealand case law of N27 (1991) 13 NZTC 3,229 has interpreted the phrase 

“continuously and regularly”. “Continuously” means that the “activity has not ceased in a 

permanent sense, or has not been interrupted in a significant way. The object and purpose of 

any physical break in the activity, whether it be for rest, recreation, health and such like 

reasons may be of importance in determining whether activity is carried on continuously” 

(Bathgate DCJ at pp 3,238 – 3,239) 

 

“Regularly” embodies “a steadiness or uniformity of actions or occurrences of action, so that 

it recurs or is repeated at fairly fixed times, or at generally uniform intervals, to be of a habitual 

nature and character” (Bathgate DCJ at p 3,239) 

 

29. Furthermore, commentary by Tompkins J in Allen Yacht Charters Limited v C of IR (1994) 16 

NZTC 11,270 states that “the activity must be carried on ‘continuously or regularly’. This 

indicates that the activity must either be carried on all the time i.e. continuously, or it must 

be carried on at reasonably short intervals i.e. regularly. An activity that is intermittent or 

occasional does not qualify” 

                                                             
4 Our VAT laws are quite similar to the NZ GST laws therefore guidance from the NZ Tax Guide is highly persuasive in out jurisdiction. 
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30. Case T62 (1998) 18 NZTC 8,468 also made reference to the intention to supply in the course 

of taxable activity to determine whether a taxable activity was carried out. 

 

Application to Property Sales 

31. P20 (1992) 14 NZTC 4,136 – holder of a vacant industrial site and subsequent sale was 

considered not to give rise to a continuous activity. Rather the activity was “negligible and 

intermittent” 

 

32. N19 (1991) 13 NZTC 3,158 – a commercial building redevelopment project which was not 

desisted from until the property was sold was held to be a taxable activity. Indicators of the 

same included studying the property market, seeking out a suitable development property, 

purchasing the property, instructing and working with architects, solicitors and town planners, 

extensive negotiations and communication with the local borough council and physical work 

on the property. 

 

It is worth noting that a commercial objective is required for a one-off sale to be captured as 

a taxable activity. Activities such as extensive property development may constitute taxable 

activity. One off sales of residential property would not constitute a taxable activity. 

 

33. N59 (1991) 13 NZTC 12 NZTC 3,457 – purchase of a residential section, erection of two home 

units, subdivision of the sections into two and sale of one of the home units compromised a 

“continuous activity”. However, the Court of Appeal in Newman v C of IR (1995) 17 NZTC 

12,097 held that a minor subdivision which does not involve development work will usually 

not comprise a ‘taxable activity’. 

 

34. Reference is also made to the local case law of A Haulage Business v Fiji Revenue and Customs 

Authority [2012] FJVATT 25 where the Resident Magistrate Mr. Andrew See stated that the 

said activities would have to be ‘continuous and regular in nature’ to form the applicant’s 

taxable activity6.  

 

                                                             
5 VAT Appeal 9.2008 (27 September 2012) 
6 Paragraph 10 
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35. Therefore, if the disposal of the real property is continuous or regular in nature, the CEO will 

deem the supply to form the taxable activity of the taxpayer, and therefore deem the 

registration of the taxpayer for VAT under section 22 of the VAT Act 1991. 

 

In the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person, by reference to the value 

of that supply. 

36. For VAT to be applicable under section 15, it is required that the supply is in the course or 

furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person, by reference to the value of the 

supply. 

  

37. A taxpayer may be registered for VAT for a taxable activity which does not relate to dealing in 

real property. In this case (and where there is no deemed taxable activity relating to dealing 

in real property) the supply of real property would not be in the course or furtherance of a 

taxable activity carried on by that person. 

  

38. In contrast if the real property was acquired for the furtherance of the taxpayer’s taxable 

activity, and the said real property has been disposed prior to the fulfilment of the taxable 

activity, the supply would still be deemed to be in the course or furtherance of a taxable 

activity carried on by that person. 

 

39. To illustrate a possible scenario where the sale of real property could be related to the 

taxpayer’s taxable activity, reference is made to the case law of Taxpayers S and G and Their 

Diving Business v Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority [2007]. In this case, the taxpayers ran a 

diving operation and a property was acquired to assist the taxpayers in the furtherance of the 

diving operation, that is to provide accommodation for guests engaged in the diving activities 

(although it was used as a residential property prior to development). Due to failure in 

obtaining a hotel license, the property was sold.  

 

40. The property was occupied by applicant’s son and wife after purchase and prior to sale and 

was not used by guests for the diving operation. Resident Magistrate Mr. Andrew See, in 

delivering his conclusion pointed out that the venture was entered into for the furtherance of 

the taxpayer’s taxable activity, notwithstanding the end result. As such, the sale of the 

property was in the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person and 

VAT was rightfully imposed by the respondent. 
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41. Practically, if a taxpayer is in the business of dealing with real property, or deemed to be in 

the business of dealing in real property, any sale of real property would be a supply for the 

purposes of Value Added Tax. 

  

42. Therefore, if a taxpayer: 

a. who is not in the business of dealing in real property; but 

b. supplies real property in a regular and continuous nature; and 

c. in the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that person 

 

the taxpayer must charge VAT on the supply of the real property under section 15 of the Value 

Added Tax Act 1991  

  

43. For further information and clarification in regard to this SIG, please email us at 

tipu@frcs.org.fj 

  

  

mailto:tipu@frcs.org.fj
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APPENDIX ONE: VAT ON SALE OF REAL PROPERTY FLOWCHART 
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APPENDIX FOUR: LEGISLATION 

VALUE ADDED TAX ACT 1991 

[Section 2]   Interpretation 

“Registered person” means any person who is 

registered or is liable to be registered under Section 

22 of this Act and includes a person, for the purposes 

of Parts VII, VIII, IX, X, and XI of this Act, who is not 

otherwise required to register under this Act, but was 

required to charge tax, has charged tax, or has 

represented to charge tax on a supply of goods and 

services in terms of Section 34 or Section 44 of this 

Act; 

[Section 3]   Meaning of the term 

“supply” 

(1) For the purposes of this Act, the term 

“supply” includes all forms of supply and without 

limiting the generality of the term has the same 

meaning as in section 2 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979. 

 

[Section 4]   Meaning of the term 

“taxable activity” 

(1) For the purposes of this Act, the term “taxable 

activity” means - 

(a) any activity which is carried on continuously or 

regularly by any person, whether or not for pecuniary 

profit, and involves or is intended to involve, in whole 

or in part, the supply of goods and services to another 

person for a consideration; and includes any such 

activity carried on in the form of a business, services, 

trade, manufacture, profession, vocation, association, 

or club;  

 

[Section 15]   Imposition of tax on 

supply 

 (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, 

the tax shall be charged in accordance with the 

provisions of this Act at the rate of 9% on the supply 

(but not including an exempt supply) in Fiji of goods 

and services on or after 1 July 1992, by a registered 

person in the course or furtherance of a taxable 

activity carried on by that person, by reference to the 

value of that supply. 

 

[Section 22]   Persons making taxable 

supplies to be registered 

(1) Subject to this Act, every person (other than a 

produce supplier) who, on or after the 1 July 1992, 

carries on any taxable activity and is not registered, 

becomes liable to be registered - 

(a)in the case of any person who solely supplies goods 

– 

(i)at the end of any month where the total 

value of supplies (not being exempt supplies) 

made in Fiji in that month and the eleven 

months immediately preceding that month in 

the course of carrying on all taxable activities 

has exceeded $100,000 in gross turnover or 

such other amount as the Minister may from 

time to time, by Legal Notice declare: 

 

Provided that a person does not become 

liable to be registered by virtue of this 

paragraph where the Chief Executive Officer 

is satisfied that the value of all those supplies 

in the twelve-month period beginning on the 

day after the last day of the period referred 

to in the said paragraph will not exceed that 

amount: 

(ii)at the commencement of any month 

where there are reasonable grounds for 

believing that the total value of the supplies 

(not being exempt supplies) to be made in Fiji 

in that month and the eleven months 

immediately following that month will 

exceed the amount specified in 

subparagraph (i); 

 

(b)in the case of any other person – 

(i)at the end of any month where the total 

value of supplies (not being exempt supplies) 

made in Fiji in that month and the eleven 

months immediately preceding that month in 

the course of carrying on all taxable activities 

has exceeded $100,000 in gross turnover or 

such other amount as the Minister may from 

time to time, by Legal Notice declare: 

Provided that a person does not become 

liable to be registered by virtue of this 
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paragraph where the Chief Executive Officer 

is satisfied that the value of all those supplies 

in the twelve-month period beginning on the 

day after the last day of the period referred 

to in the said paragraph will not exceed that 

amount: 

(ii)at the commencement of any month 

where there are reasonable grounds for 

believing that the total value of the supplies 

(not being exempt supplies) to be made in Fiji 

in that month and the eleven months 

immediately following that month will 

exceed the amount specified in 

subparagraph (i). 

 

 (5) Where any person - 

(a)applies to be registered pursuant to subsection (3) 

or (4), and the Chief Executive Officer is satisfied that 

that person is eligible to be registered under this Act, 

that person shall be a registered person for the 

purposes of this Act with effect from such date as the 

Chief Executive Officer may determine; or 

(b)has not made application for registration pursuant 

to subsection (3) of this Section, and the Chief 

Executive Officer is satisfied that that person is liable 

to be registered under this Act, that person shall be a 

registered person for the purposes of this Act with 

effect from the date on which that person first became 

liable to be registered under this Act: 

Provided that the Chief Executive Officer may, having 

regard to the circumstances of the case, determine 

that person to be a registered person from such later 

date as the Chief Executive Officer considers 

equitable. 

 


